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t r t 
The recent accelerated growth of technological mechanisms and conditions have influenced our 

built environment. Our increased dependence on these mechanisms have created a condition of 

mediation. It can be argued that the spectrum of experience within this condition is compressed 

as a result of the intervention of technology. A primary effect of this technological mediation is the 

elevation of the image and the visual as our primary mode of experience. The visual is so pervasive 

that our other senses have become marginalized. The result is the exclusion of the role of the 

entire body in the discovery of space. 

It is for this reason that form-makers should be concerned with creating environments that are 

engaging. The promotion of a holistic and sensory approach to design facilitates an attempt to 

recapture the entire range of experience from the spaces we engage and inhabit. The physical 

environment possesses a material reality as well as symbolic meaning, both of which act upon us 

to construct our behaviours, actions and our understandings of the world. 

This project examines the potential for the experiential within the childscape - a space that is 

engaging for children. Through an understanding of how architecture can foster and nurture 

learning processes for children, a framework of engagement is developed. The framework 

responds to current educational pedagogy, as well as, the analysis of three selected precedents. 

As a social and cultural landscape, a school is explored as an architectural program for the 

manifestation of the framework. 
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Before we surrender to a bland future of zombie-like 
privatisation and consumerism, disappearing into a mass 
of freeways and shopping malls, slab-like downtowns 
and gated communities, we need to act to make 
'draught, not just the already thought, a part of our 
political discourse. Let us ask, as builders and dwellers 
both, what we con do to make this a world we want, 
not just a world that happens to us. 

[Kingwell, in Building, Dwelling,Acting, 181] 

The point of departure for this project is personal 

experience. Firstly,from an understanding developed 

as a student for so many years and as a teacher working 

with challenged children. Teaching at a school for 

special needs children evoked my awareness about 

flexibility,functionality and accessibility, both mentally 

and physically. Beyond these essential programmatic 

features, I observed the importance of making 

everyday experiences powerful and poetic for these 

children, as the school environment was vital to their 

way of life and independence. The second inspiration 

is my four-year-old niece, Emily, whose limitless 

imagination and energy brings me joy. She evokes in 

me the desire to use my imagination to create an 

engaging space for children - a place1. 

I had the fortunate opportunity to visit two schools 

within Calgary, Edgemont Elementary School and 

Riverbend School, as well as two schools in Victoria, 

British Columbia, Strawberry Vale Elementary School 

and Rogers Elementary School. What was most 

notable about these environments is not necessarily 
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the architecture, but rather, the attitude of the people learning and teaching in them. It was with a 

sense of pride and ownership by the teachers and students that I was guided through these places. 

A school plays such a powerful role in the life of a community. It is a place that represents our values 

and how we attach meaning to the places we inhabit. Responsive architecture can contribute to a 

sense of community. 

The work presented here is in response to educational environments that currently exist for 

children. Schools with endless corridors, double flanked with isolated classrooms are all too 

familiar. Recently we have seen many improvements to the state of educational environments, 

however architects, teachers, and parents still have much to consider. This project is not a definitive 

response to the current condition, but rather, one of many possibilities that will serve as an 

illustration of merging educational pedagogy, environmental psychology and contemporary 

architectural thought. 
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n t r o d u s o n 

...place absorbs our earliest notice and attention, it 

bestows on us our original awareness; and our critical 

pov/ers spring up from the 'study' of it and the growth 

a f experience inside it. 

[VMty.1957] 



The fundamental direction within this investigation 

is the development of an understanding of landscape 

as a form generator for an educational environment. 

Landscape is thus interpreted and understood as the 

entire physical and mental environment that we 

inhabit. Upon consideration of landscape we are 

almost always concerned with it as a visual construct; 

as sight is considered to be the dominant sensory 

mode2. The idea of a landscape typically exists as a 

visual metaphor, directly linked to a painting or 

viewing the distant horizon. "Vision distances us 

from the landscape; i t is easy to be disengaged"3. 

Within the context of this project, landscape is 

considered primarily as the physical representation 

of our surroundings. A given landscape confronts 

the designer with a vast array of constructs and 

opportunities that must be addressed with clarity 

and decisiveness if the resulting intervention is to 

respond successfully to basic human needs and 

embody fundamental cultural value. Landscape 

becomes a way of representing an understanding of 

those surroundings. 



This project constructs conceptual principles that address landscapes for children. The principles 

are cultivated through three sections. Firstly, through the examination of our current cultural 

condition. Secondly, through the presentation of several concepts relating to children and place, and 

finally, the configured landscape is developed through a framework of engagment. 

The first section presents the condition that explores an understanding of our mediated, image-

based environment, followed by the consideration of the implications for the real which, as defined 

here, encompasses the role of the body within contemporary architecture. 

The second section introduces the child and their unique connection to place. It examines the 

importance of the physical environment and how children explicitly engage space through play. 

Current educational pedagogy as is relates to children will also be examined. 

The third section and final section, describes the configured landscape. Two parts comprise the 

landscape - the framework of engagement and the response. The framework articulates the principles 

that are the foundation of this project. These principles involve relation, osmosis, evolution, and the 

topography of the body; they define how landscapes can be configured and how they can be considered 

for children. Finally, the response is presented as the synthesis of the conclusions and the analysis 

from the previous sections. The framework is applied and integrated formally through a design 

exploration of a learning environment. Investigations of site, program and design development will 

culminate with an expression of a landscape specifically for children — a childscape. 



t h e c o n d i t i o n 

If we desire architecture to have an emancipating or 
heating role, instead of reinforcing the erosion of 
existential meaning, we must reflect on the multitude 
of secret ways in which architecture is tied to tlte 
cultural and mental reality of its time. We should also 
be aware of the multitude of ways in which the 
feasibility of architecture is now being threatened or 

Mated by current cultural, cognitive and 
perceptual developments. 

jPaiiasmaa, 22-23] 



The condition in which this project is situated 

is complex; issues overlap and contribute to 

the social and cultural milieu from which 

architecture is constructed today. These issues 

concern the recent rise of technology and the 

related image-based environments that we 

inhabit. This discussion relates to ideas of 

simulated and artificial environments, and is 

closely fo l lowed by the consideration of 

authenticity in an effort to formulate what is 

real. In opposition to the disintegration of space, 

constructing reality, defined here as an authentic 

experience, must take into account the role of 

the body and how through the 

phenomenological, we are presented with a 

richer, more life-affirming understanding of the 

space around us. These issues are not new, 

however, they are presented here in an effort 

to contextualize this discussion within the 21st 

Century. 



Technology has developed over the last century at an alarming rate, with considerable effect on the 

environments we occupy. Communication tools have compressed the world of information. They 

have offered a tremendous capacity to share information instantaneously. In many ways, the gap 

between cultures and classes has been narrowed as everyone can access the same information. 

Consequently, experience is flattened due to this homogeneity. It has mediated our lives, to the 

extent that if we choose, we never have to leave our homes. We can shop, communicate and find 

entertainment all at the click of a button. 

The result of this inherent homogeneity has created the foundation for an ocular bias in our daily 

experiences. We are bombarded by images at such a rate that the mind cannot even process them; 

advertising and movie trailers are examples of this condition. Likewise, architecture's reliance on 

the visual has never been more apparent than today.The image directs much of contemporary 

architecture, opposed to the formation of principles that encourage a spatial experience. Our 

technological culture and its image based realties have ordered and separated the senses even 

more. Juhani Pallasmaa believes that many aspects of the mechanisms of everyday architecture can 

be "understood through an analysis of the epistemology of the senses and a critique of the ocular 

bias of our culture at large,and of architecture in particular"4. Historically.sight was regarded as the 

noblest of the senses, it is a bias that assumes sight is the most important ability in order to 

experience and understand the world. More specifically architecture exploits sight. Architectural 

photography, for the most part, is taken with a lack of human participants. Instead of reinforcing 

one's body-centred integrated experience of the world, architecture has become "nihilistic", which 

disengages and isolates the body5. Architecture thus exists as a visual construct, lacking context and 

users, in which it is difficult to imagine how one can engage the space viewed. 



It is apparent that experience within this condition is compromised. Micheal Benedikt in his book 

For an Architecture of Reality. I 987, believes that"in our media-saturated times it falls to architecture 

to have the direct [a]esthetic experience of the real at the centre of its concerns"6. Similarly, 

Christian Norberg-Schulz declares that architecture represents a means to give man an "existential 

foothold",an idea that is synonymous with Martin Heidegger's conception of "dwelling"7. In dwelling, 

we are "so situated in the world that we can think, and reflect the conditions of our own existence, 

and take insight from that reflection"8. People dwell when they can orient and identify themselves 

within an environment, or when they experience the environment as meaningful9; living is thus 

understood as dwelling. Both Norberg-Schulz and Heidegger discuss existential space in terms of 

the basic relationships between humans and their environment. 

Technology and the resultant visual bias of society have created a mediated condition — a condition 

that is so closely linked to new technology that it is becoming difficult to determine what is real. As 

the image is simultaneously real and unreal, how do we establish what is a real experience? Discerning 

what is 'real' is impossible if we are not exposed to it. To this end, a meaningful environment is 

commonly discussed in conjunction with the 'real'. Conventionally the 'real' has been declared as 

something existing physically in the world: something that is tangible. People respond to real, 

sensory experiences in similar ways - for example, to collectively know the smell of lilacs in spring 

or that of freshly cut grass. This indicates away in which environments can provide ways of knowing 

and understanding the real. This lack of knowledge makes collective, both cultural and societal, 

significance and meaning doubtful. 



Contemporary architectural language has little regard for spatial and phenomenological experience. 

Some elements of modern architectural thought strove for an aesthetic reductivism and purely 

functional expression. These elements became an architectural language processed through the 

emerging technologies. As a result of this reduced expression, architectural experience wis 

heightened as the space was stripped of extraneous decoration. In the late 1960's, architecture's 

ability to facilitate and describe cultural and social conditions was under scrutiny. Ideas about 

difference, variety and pluralism began to emerge as a reaction against the reductivism of modernism. 

These forces were collectively termed postmodern. 

According to its advocates, postmodernism allowed the possibility of a new architecture that would 

be more responsive to public concerns and public tastes. A return to traditional forms and classical 

motifs brought about the decline of modern architecture. Throughout the I 970s and 1980s, the 

reclaiming of the historic as an architectural language was formally manifest as a pastiche. Unable to 

use the same building materials as their classical counterparts because of cost restrictions, architects 

instead relied on the symbolic nature of this language. The result was the proliferation of an 

architectural language founded on signs and symbols. Its veneer-like application of architectural 

motif, and therefore meaning, had little regard for the spatial and phenomenological, which was so 

much a part of modern architecture's explorations. Postmodernism concerned itself explicitly with 

the 'appearance' of buildings. Thus, the return to traditional form and classical references as a way 

of being more responsive to the public at large - something the masses could identify with - failed 

due to its superficial application. 
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This superficiality is still prevalent in much of contemporary architecture. Because of its inability to 

address the body as the generator of meaning, it contributes to the lack of real experience. As our 

bodies and their movements are in constant interaction with the environment, the world and the 

self inform and redefine each other constantly. One's sense of reality is expanded and articulated by 

this interaction. This interaction should include and respond to the entire topography of the body, 

that is, multi-sensory experience. It becomes imperative for architecture to reinforce the significance 

of the role the body in our experience of place. 

The senses are cultivated and nurtured during the earliest stages of life. Research has indicated that 

learning and playing have a fundamental connection to the development of human behaviour and 

relations. "Social interactions, acquisition of knowledge and understandings of the world are 

rooted in a child's experiences in physical space"10. Meaning is cultivated by how we learn about the 

world and our place in it. 

Given the context in which we live, it is easily understood that an architecture of engagement is 

being threatened through the myriad of non-physical distractions that concurrently engage us. Mark 

Kingwell maintains that we need to 

...create a new. and newly complex, sense of belonging that embraces differences an well as 
transcends them, that forges commitment across boundaries without, erasing the things that make 
those boundaries interesting in the first place The. public spaces we inhabit are a crucial site of this 
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The underlying role of architecture is to supplement human experience. Its purpose is to shelter, 

to support and to enliven human activity and interaction. As a result of the erosion of existential 

meaning in our contemporary condition, it has become necessary that the connection between 

architecture and the human spirit become a conscious endeavour. 



i l t h e c h i l d 

...the very stuff of poetry is encapsulated in the sheer 

irrationality of children, their reliance en instinct, sensual 

awareness, and fantasy... 

[Porteam, 156] 



As our current cultural condition replaces space with imagery that is fleeting it becomes necessary 

for designers to reinvest in the qualitative nature of space. This is essential when considering spaces 

for children as their experience of space is corporeal. Increasingly, architects and parents are able 

to look to psychologists, sociologists and teachers as a source of information about the building's 

users, their requirements and the behaviour patterns. This information typically provides a basis by 

which the designer may develop a building concept that is more responsive to user's requirements 

that it might have otherwise been. 

Three main issues are presented within this section. The first issue examined is the importance of 

the physical environment as it relates to children. In the second, play will be addressed as it relates 

to the development of cognitive strategies for children and finally, current pedagogical concepts are 

reviewed with regard to how educational environments can participate in the learning and teaching 

process. 
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To draw a carp, the Chinese masters warn, it is not 

enough to know the animal's morphology., study its 

anatomy or understand the physiological functions vital 

to its existence. They tell us that it. is also necessary to 

consider the reed against which the. carp brushes each 

morning while seeking its nourishment, the oblong 

stone behind which it conceals itself, or the rippling of 

water when it springs toward the surface. These 

elements should in no way be treated as the fish's 

environment, the milieu, in which it evolves or the 

- round against which it can be drawn. 

They belong to the carp itself, insofar as it is not 

defined as a distinct form capable of a set of 

movements or as a particular organism performing a 

series of functions, instead, the carp must be 

apprehended as a certain power to affect and be 

affected by the world. In other word, rather than a 

formed and organised individual, the brush should 

skfiic.it a life, since a life is constituted simply by traces 

left behind and imprints silently borne. 

[MichelFeher and Sandford Kwinter] 

the impor tance of the physical envi ronment 

Archi tecture is only one of many forces affecting 

the physical env i ronment however, no other 

built fo rm so completely shapes our daily lives. 

W e live, work , study and play in buildings. Our 

s u r r o u n d i n g s a f fec t o u r m o o d s and 

temperaments; certain buildings, parks, plazas 

and streets lift o u r spirits, while others diminish 

them. Educational philosophers, environmental 

behaviourists and neurologists have addressed 

the issue of t h e physical env i ronment in an 

at tempt t o define the components of positive 

learning environments. 

T h e phys ica l space can be de f i ned as a 

language"which speaks according t o precise 

c u l t u r a l c o n c e p t i o n s and deep b io log ica l 

roots...[I]ike every other language, the physical 

space is there fore a const i tuent element of the 

format ion of t h o u g h t " " .A model that exists in 

Italy has insp i red this a t t i tude t o w a r d the 

importance of the physical environment. The 

town of Reggio Emilia has developed a way of 
10 
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teaching and learning within their schools that realizes that all aspects of spatial language have a 

powerful and direct effect on us. It is essential to acknowledge the effect society has on the built 

environment and to understand how expectations and perspectives are socially constructed. 

This attitude toward space overlaps within the area of environmental psychology. A phenomenon 

known as behaviour-setting ensures that whatever our individual personalities or recent experiences, 

we are apt to act businesslike in an office, reflective in a church, and sociable in a restaurant. The 

same is true for children. "The language of the space is very strong, and is a conditioning factory 

because it is analogical"12. This language is not always explicit or recognizable;yet, it is perceived and 

interpreted at a very early age. We learn to be and to act in spaces. 

Young children are easily excited and overwhelmed when confronted with excessive sensory input; 

they shut down and turn off rather that take in and turn on. Although it is difficult to determine how 

much sensory input is too much, one only needs to experience the difference between sharing a 

meal at home versus sharing a meal at a fast food restaurant. This difference is astounding. Children 

who are characteristically calm and content at home (a familiar environment) suddenly become 

inattentive and overstimulated in this new and unfamiliar environment. 

In many ways, the design of open schools experienced the same difficulty. Open schools challenged 

traditional segmented classroom layouts with the idea that the open space would constantly adapt 

to the changing needs of the educational teams. These spaces proved quite problematic, as the 

difficulties of noise and discipline could not be easily solved in open spaces. As socializing concepts 
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these schools were attractive, but by academic measures, they failed to live up to their expectations. 

Studies show that when children who attended traditional institutions were compared to students 

who attended new schools, they performed the same or less well because they were subjected to 

so many distractions, especially noise13. Intimate environments with carefully considered stimulation 

have been observed as the most productive and nurturing space for children to learn. 

In addition, Baird and Lutkus refer to this type of space as having planned complexity - that is, an 

environment enriched enough to challenge, but not so complex as to frustrate the learner. Their 

studies have shown that this is the most efficient way to nurture cognitive development. They 

continue to discuss that a heightened awareness of the changeability of our environment can enrich 

the pre-school experience. For a child to be able to distinguish between an environment that is 

'given' and that which is 'possible' is an important aspect for mental growth14. If offered the 

appropriate exposure, it is believed that children can learn that reality is constructed. The physical 

environment is a material reality that is imbued with meaning: it is able to affect people's actual 

behaviours and their understanding of themselves as they are in the world. Individuals are active 

agents in the creation of their own world and architecture can serve as a backdrop for experience 

to happen. 
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"I bear and I forget, I see and I understand, 

I do and I remember," 

[poster 01 the entrance to the. Int.erdht.rici 

Downtown School in Minneapolis, 

Architectural Record, November 19991 

play 
Play can be defined as the behaviour emitted by 

an individual not motivated by the end product. 

It is a process of exploration, investigation and 

manipulation, and leads to thinking involving the 

integration of previous associations with 

current experiences. The accumulation of rich 

experiences helps us attach meaning to more 

abstract learning later in life. As discussed by 

Hertzberger, 

[everything that is absorbed and registered in your mind adds to the collection of ideas stored in 

the memory - a sort of library you can consult whenever a problem arises. So, essentially, the more 

you hove, seen, experienced and absorbed, the. mare points of reference you will have to help you 

decide which direction to take: your frame of reference expands. 
[Heriioerger, forward/ 

Eventually, these experiences are essential in 

translating academic knowledge into effective 

action at all stages of development. Playful 

behaviour is therefore considered crucial to a 

child's cognitive and social development. It is 

often motivated by an intense desire to learn 

and is often accompanied by positive feelings of 

enjoyment as well as satisfaction from the 

Int.erdht.rici


learning process. Play is a fundamental resource in the achievement of our individuality, wherein 

novel and creative responses are seen as desirable side-effects of an increasing concern with the 

unique rather than the stereotyped response of an individual fulfilling external expectations. 

The role of play in cognitive development has been studied in terms of the correlation between 

playfulness and creativity15. This is a difficult subject to investigate and quantify as playfulness and 

creativity can include demonstrations of intelligence. However, when the environmentwas controlled, 

Wallach & Kogan [1965] found that creative responses where heightened when facilitated by a 

playful atmosphere. These heightened responses were given in a situation in which the subjects 

were free from test pressures, and a game-like approach to tasks was taken. Play increases a child's 

repertoire of responses, an increase that has potential value for subsequent adaptive responses. 

The view that something is learned through play and games has long been the assumption by 

educational theorists. Research with games involving verbal and numerical cues seem to show that 

games result in a greater cognitive development than occurs when control groups receive the same 

training from more orthodox workbook procedures. More recently however, the approach to play 

has taken a somewhat different direction; one that is based less on the individual responses, but 

rather focuses on enabling group socialization. 
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Scarfe has noted that the spirit of play is: 

vital to all humanity, the basis of most of the- happiness of mankind, the means by which humanity 
advances creatively, scientifically, intellectually and socially. Not only is it vital to childhood but the 
spirit of play is vital to all of mankind, [Scarfe, Intro] 

In understanding children's play, we will begin to understand how to educate the whole child. Play 

sponsors socialization. Socialization refers to a set of processes by which we are taught to understand 

the world and the patterns of behaviour that enable us to fit into our culture. Some aspects of 

socialization are overt and others are less so. Physical environments - particularly schools - have 

the ability to encourage interaction and participate in this socialization process. 
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Learning, both outside and inside school, advances 

through collaborative social interaction and the 

social construction of knowledge. 

[Brown, 13] 

cur ren t pedagogy 
When examining an epistemology of learning 

today we find a reappraisal of the learning theory 

that has traditionally directed classroom 

practice. The traditional classroom places the 

teacher in front of an audience of students. This 

is viewed as an objectivist model of learning, 

such that the teacher transfers their knowledge 

(also known as truth) to the student. This idea 

has been replaced by a "dynamic, changing truth 

bounded by time, space and perspective"16. The 

current alternative changes the focus of the 

classroom from teacher-dominated to student-

centred using a constructivist approach; an 

approach in which ideas are presented to the 

students and they are "encouraged to ask their 

own questions, carry out thei r own 

experiments, make their own analogies and 

come to their own conclusions"17. It is a theory 

of learning that is subjective, where the learner 

must actively assemble new information into 

their existing mental framework for meaningful 

learning to take place. Teachers are recently 
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being seen as "coaches" as they are there to assist the students in developing new insights and 

connecting them with their previous learning18. 

Within traditional methods, researchers and teachers have noted persistent shortfalls in students' 

understanding and a great deal of passive knowledge acquisition across all ages and grades". 

Psychologists have noted that that active engagement in learning may result in better retention, 

understanding, and effective use of knowledge. A social dimension of learning- collaborative or co

operative learning - fosters learning. It is clear that by engaging students in discovery or rediscovery 

methods of learning, a more comprehensive understanding is the result. 

This philosophy of learning forms the basis for the Reggio Emilia Schools, Italy. These schools 

compose a model of relational space dedicated to young children. Constructivism is part of their 

overall concept as it relates to a "an environment characterised by the relations it is able to 

stimulate or permit: a space, whose quality derived not from a theory but from a way of seeing, 
20 

reading, studying,and interpreting reality and representing it with critical awareness . The schools 

of Reggio Emilia have built upon the theories of Constructivism; they have considered all aspects of 

space and learning for children. 

These ideas for Constructivism are not new concepts; they have philosophical roots that have been 

applied to many fields such as sociology, anthropology, cognitive psychology, as well as education. It 

is a theory of learning based on a model of human experience that promotes collaboration, integration 

and participation where the student actively engages the acquisition of knowledge and understanding, 
17 



as opposed to just listening, reading, and working through routine exercises. Typically, discussion, 

debate and investigation facilitate learning; information is not constructed in isolation but rather in 

dialogue with others. The need for learners to create or recreate knowledge for themselves, 

rather that just accepting knowledge as a fixed truth, is paramount in the Constructivist theory. 

Constructivism represents the ongoing search for more meaningful ways to teach and learn. It is a 

theory of learning that emphasizes the "process and not the product"21. This perspective observes 

knowledge as constructed by the individual through his/her interactions with his/her environment 

and that meaning is intimately connected with experience. "Multiple perspectives, authentic activities, 

real-world environments" are amongst the themes frequently associated with Constructivist learning 

and teaching22. 

What does this mean for the architecture of schools? It means rethinking how they are designed. 

The new values and goals of education must inform architecture. It is evident that enriched 

environments and interactive settings can participate in the processes of learning. School architecture 

can activate many of these concepts by providing appropriate opportunities for interaction and 

exploration to occur. Collaborative and interdisciplinary learning can be supported through the 

built environment. 

18 



The importance of the physical environment, 

play and the theory of Constructivism clearly 

indicate that the specific way that children 

interact with space can foster learning. These 

ideas wil l be considered further as they 

contribute to the overall framework for the 

landscape developed. An understanding of how 

we behave and learn can inform the 

development of space. The design response 

anticipates an architecture that sponsors 

socialization and in turn enables architecture 

to participate within the learning process. 

19 



t h e c o n f i g u r e d l a n d s c a p e 

what might one expect from an inhabited landscape'? 
something lived in? 

dwelt upon? 
nurtured? 

might not one expect to find a place in process? 
a recognisable extension of one's self, and extension of society, and a place of the intersection of both? 

more precisely, would one not expect to find in the inhabited landscape the presence of people? 
not just viewers, but makers. 

not just strollers, but doers. 
not just takers, but givers. 

not just the obvious, but also the. subtle. 
[Lyndon, 7] 
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The metaphor of the landscape [as architecture] 

has been selected as it implies a physical 

manifestation that is continuous. It is 

everywhere - no beginning and no end. The 

elements of a landscape are diverse; it is the 

placement of these elements that begin to 

determine the backdrop for use. The way they 

are arranged so as to encompass the person 

are powerful: 

"canopies that cover: paths, platforms and terraces that provide for easy movement: frames that 
select views, bound domains and filter the relations between inside and outside; markers that 
invest particular spots with significance". 

[Lyndon, 7] 

The landscape has a physical presence. It can 

represent our urban spaces and our constructed 

interiors; it becomes a way for the body to 

mediate space. It is through this mediation that 

we can fully engage the environment not passing 

by as innocent bystanders but rather, facilitating 

change and manipulating the experience if we 

desire. The framework of engagement defines 

the landscape. 
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Individuals bring to their environments past experience and a host of prior associations. Nothing is 

experienced in isolation, but always in relation to its surroundings. Maurice Merleau-Ponty refers 

to the body as a schema of the world that"superimposes upon physical space a potential for a human 

space"23. Within this project.human space is the landscape. Landscape is a resource that is explored 

and tested to develop the possibilities for an architecture of engagement. It is a resource that is to 

be used, experienced, classified and manipulated by children on their own terms. 

Successful landscapes provide a subtle and diverse range of experience. This diversity must exist in 

all psychological, sociological, physical capacities. The landscape is a flowing terrain that recognizes 

the child's need to wander. Environmental psychologist, Robin Moore describes children as 

"gymnasts", which is an apt description for the way in which they 

. ..iiop, climb, balance, skip, roll, swivel and squeeze through, on, over, around and inside thdr 
surroundings - using ledges, posts, walls, curbs, banks, bollards, doorways and steps - their movement 
choreographed by the landscape as their bodies responded to its every opportunity. 

[Moore. Sb] 

It is through these conditions that the imagination is enlivened; children move in relation to the 

environment which in turn responds to the way children move. 
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the f r a m e w o r k of engagement 
The previous sections have developed the conceptual foundation for childscapes. Synthesis of these 

concepts take the fo rm of design principles. The design principles were fo rmed in part by the 

cr i ter ia developed by the schools of Reggio Emilia24; analyses o f the precedents [fig. I]', and in 

combination wi th the research presented in previous sections of this document. Three contemporary 

architectural precedents were chosen as exemplary educational envi ronments, they are: 

S t r a w b e r r y Vale E l e m e n t a r y School 

Patkau Architects 

Victoria, British Columbia, 1996 

La Llauna: Boys Secondary School 

Enric Miralles and Carme Pinos 

Badelona, Spain, 1988 

T h e A p o l l o Schools 

Herman Hertzberger 

Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1980-83 

By merging pedagogy, contex t and program, these precedents produced powerful formal responses. 

The design principles wi l l be il lustrated through the presentation of the precedents. These are 

relation, osmosis, evolution, and the topography of the body25. 
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The concept of relat ion is the first principle. It is an environment that is conceived not as a 

"monologic" space structured according to a formal and functional order, but rather, as a place 

where various dimensions can "coexist"26. A hybrid environment is the result of this configuration; 

the space is given shape and identity by the relationships manifested from within.The space is not 

comprised of purely functional zones, but rather of the fluidization or relationship of the functional 

zones. The program plays a significant role as it establishes the relationships between the spaces, 

both functionally and spatially. Three elements contribute to the definition of this principle: legibility, 

the 7n-between'and transparency. These elements contribute to the formal relationships between 

spaces. 

The first element of relation is legibility. Mental mapping is the way we structure our environments 

through various cues that we experience. The legibility of the space is connected to its relational 

qualities, it is a sense of quality that is vital to a child's understanding of his/her environment. Kevin 

Lynch, inThe Image of the City describes legibility within the city as "the recognition of the parts that 

can be organized into a coherent pattern"27. This way of knowing is also applicable within buildings, 

establishing recognizable landmarks, paths and nodes [Lynch's terms] within singular structures. 

This legibility is an essential way of fostering a sense of community and accessibility, as well as 

creating a sense of security for children. 

All three of the precedents studied exhibit high degrees of legibility that is due in part to the scale 

and verticality of the common spaces. The double-volume common space of the Strawberry Vale 

functions as an orientation feature that links the parts to the whole. Within this space, landmarks 



are also established. The gymnasium frames and 

anchors the entrance while the library rests at 

the centre of t he scheme [fig-2]. Likewise, views 

to the exter ior determine your posit ion within 

the space and thus reinforce its legibility [fig-3]-

La Llauna is also organized around a vertical 

space and the landmarks within it are the object

like stairs/ramp combinat ion [figA]. These stairs 

can be seen f r o m all the common spaces, thereby 

aiding in one's o r i e n t a t i o n . These ver t ica l 

common spaces encourage way-finding which 

greatly contr ibutes t o the independence and 

confidence of the children. 

The second element of relation is the 'in-between'. 

The ' i n -be tween ' can be in te rpre ted as the 

deve lopment o f interst i t ia l space. It is the 

th resho ld tha t prov ides the t rans i t ion and 

connec t i on b e t w e e n areas w i t h "d ivergent 

terr i tor ia l claims and - as a place in its own right 

- it constitutes, essentially, the spatial condit ion 

for the meeting and dialogue between areas of 
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different orders" 2 8 . This space is less rigid and 

in many ways 'un-programmed' . It combines 

the "characteristics of both public and domestic, 

making public spaces more int imate, private 

ones more open"2 9 . 

The 'in-between' is present and manifest in the 

A p o l l o Schoo l s and the S t r a w b e r r y Vale 

E lementary Schoo l . The entrances t o the 

classrooms at t he Apo l l o Schools have been 

strongly emphasized by incorporat ing study 

areas w i t h b e n c h e s and desks t h a t are 

surrounded by a low wall [fig.516]. This is in an 

e f f o r t t o i n c r e a s e t h e openness o f t he 

classrooms towards the hall. A student can 

w o r k independent ly outs ide the classroom 

w i thou t feeling excluded. Ano ther ef for t t o 

increase c lassroom openness is through the 

provision of half doors; their versatility enables 

both enclosure and openness simultaneously. 

Similarly, in t h e St rawberry Vale Elementary 

School, as a result of the irregular configuration 
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of the classrooms, fur ther small-scale common 

spaces are created wi th in which a wide variety 

of activities and interactions may occur. This 

organization produces a series of interstitial 

spaces, on both the in ter ior and exter ior of the 

bui ld ing [fig.7]. These spaces mediate the 

entrances to t h e classrooms and are viewed as 

an extension o f the corr idor, the classroom, 

and the playground [fig.8]. 

The creat ion o f these non-programmed ' in-

between' spaces creates the third element of 

relat ion, transparency, which unfolds between 

the spaces. Transparency not only augments 

the capabilities o f individual classrooms but also 

establishes a scale that mediates between the 

assembly space and the individual classrooms. 

However, transparency can occur w i thout the 

presence of the ' in-between', as is the case in La 

Llauna. La Llauna exhibits a tremendous spatial 

and functional fluidity. The 's t ramp' [stair/ramp 

combinat ion], appears as an object within the 



space and is quite pulpit-like, providing a vantage-point from which to view the indoor plaza ffig.9/. 

This vertical overlap permits participation in the multi-purpose space from other levels within the 

building. As well, glass block is used throughout to achieve different levels of visual transparency 

[fig. 10], and many of the classrooms have openings that allow entry and views into adjacent classrooms 

. It is through development of spatial and functional relationships and characteristics, those that are 

both visual and psychological, that socialization can take place. 

The spatial characteristics of the school can contribute to a sense of community that can take the 

form and quality of space to foster encounters, exchange, empathy and reciprocity. These relationships 

can be reinforced in the flow of the connections between the spaces. This idea of community is 

fundamental to the principle of relation. Legibility, the 'in-between' and transparency contribute to the 

relationships between the spaces that provide opportunity for a shared experience. Relation defines 

the school as a collective environment. 

An understanding of relation is furthered by the second principle, osmosis. Osmosis allows reality 

to permeate the school at a larger scale. "Schools aren't just nostalgic, familiar environments, they 

should also connect with the real world"30. The school is not a counter-world, but rather a 

microcosm of society. It can be viewed as a cultural project of interpretation that serves as a filter 

for experience. It is a place that is "not just open to the city in terms of activities and schedules, but 

the characteristics of the space itself [both functional and aesthetic] are hybrids as those of the city: 

dense, contaminated and simultaneous"31. That is, a learning environment does not exist in isolation; 

it must participate with the city. Urban complexity is formative to experience; it provides a plethora 
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of information and relationships f rom which to learn. Osmosis describes a symbiotic relationship 

in which both wor lds prosper and a sense of communi ty is a p roduc t of this relationship. 

Osmosis can be manifest in many ways. It can be encouraged physically through programming that 

allows the public t o enter and participate within the building. In this way, osmosis is supported and 

promoted directly through built fo rm and programming. This participation can be exploited particularly 

at the ground plane where public meets private. The threshold between them can be manipulated 

in order t o develop new and reciprocal relationships. It can also be encouraged psychologically 

through urban gestures that connect and support the school wi th in the city, and the city within the 

school. It is through this permeability that a powerful relationship is fo rmed and nur tured. 

The principle of osmosis is il lustrated in La Llauna and Strawberry Vale. La Llauna is a formal 

response that fits seamlessly into the urban context. A powerful en t ry is achieved as the interior is 

both separated and connected f rom the street by a curved sliding gate [fig. 11]. The division between 

street and building is blurred, thus creating a continuous landscape. This strategy allows the school 

t o be physically part of the community and the communi ty t o be a par t of the school. The main bank 

of stairs/ramps leading up to the entrance proper reinforces the urban nature of the space. This 

fur ther emphasizes the continuity of the space at street level. Material i ty and detailing are consistent 

wi th in the urban site, as the exposed steel trusses, street lighting and benches fur ther support the 

contextual relationship [fig. 12]. 
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Just as the street is part of the language of La Llauna, nature permeates Strawberry Vale. The architectural 

topography fol lows the site topography as it moves and rolls naturally wi th in the elements of the 

program. The singularity of the spatial sequence is due to the spatial dominance of the double height 

common areas. Views are offered through the classrooms to the exter ior , which provide the users 

w i th a reference to their posit ion wi th in the building, the site, and the community [fig. 13]. As a result, 

the site is ever-present. Materiality also has a significant impact as the use of wood is predominant 

and encompassing; it is a regional material that connects the school t o its context. The overall 

impression of the building is subtle, as it is nestled quietly wi th in t he site. 

These formal gestures p romote a sense of communi ty for the users, as opposed to a structure that 

builds physical and psychological walls. Formally, they advocate and encourage merging wi th context. 

This sense of communi ty is fundamental t o the socialization process. By encouraging osmosis, new 

relationships are formed which contr ibute t o and enhance learning environments. 

The third strategy involves evolut ion. This allows the user t o determine the nature of the space 

over t ime. By allowing the evolution of the space, the space becomes a living organism. This 

principle requires that the space must adapt and be open to modif icat ion by the children's processes 

of self-learning and explorat ion. The environment must support and interact w i th these processes. 

It is essential that an environment for young children offers elements and instruments t o stimulate 

the i r desire t o learn and nurture their cognitive and social abilities. Evolution is an aspect of the 

space that does not correspond to the funct ional programming. It describes a space that is 
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"personal izable, soft , and open to receiving 

imprints"3 2 . The idea of evolution implies open-

endedness, as t h e space does not dictate use 

through a fo rmal language. 

Evolution is apparent in the common spaces of 

The Apol lo Schools and La Llauna. InTheApol lo 

Schools, the c o m m o n space funct ions as a 

corr idor, an extension of the classrooms and a 

theatre space simultaneously. The centre hall is 

designed for performances to occur; the steps 

frame the space creating an amphitheatre [fig.141 

IS]. Formally these steps are indeterminate 

because they can be utilized in different ways. 

The space is engaging, thus maintaining a level of 

comfo r t and int imacy whether occupied by a 

few people or one hundred people. Small groups 

are able t o meet f o r discussion in the space or 

the steps are ins tant seating fo r the ent i re 

s c h o o l . T h e s teps d i v ide and c o n n e c t 

simultaneously. This arrangement increases the 

communications between the classrooms, thus 
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sponsoring more interaction. In a similar way, the entrance to t he La Llauna School facilitates 

general assembly before and after class and transforms into the gymnasium space throughout the 

day [fig. 16]. The balconies and stairways overlooking and part icipating in this mult i-purpose space 

allows for another type of flexible engagement. 

Teachers and students are offered flexibil i ty through this evolution of the space as a variety of 

functions and configurations are facilitated. An environment that is open to receiving imprints 

promotes independence as it does not predict o r predetermine the behaviour of its users. For 

children to understand that the wo r l d is not a f ixed element, but ra ther something that they can 

influence and change, is a fundamental component in their development. 

The final principle, t h e topography of t h e body, describes investigation and discovery by means 

of the ent i re body. Mult i -sensory environments are not typical ly considered when designing 

educational envi ronments. Quali t ies such as materials, light, c o l o u r and acoustics are often 

homogeneous and haphazard, respond ing m o r e t o c o n s i d e r a t i o n s o f func t iona l i t y . This 

functionalization of architecture suggests that the "main concern [of architecture] becomes how to 

build in an efficient and economical manner, while avoiding questions related to why one builds and 

whether such activity is justified in the existential context"3 3 . The topography of the body - all of the 

senses - comprises a rich and complex environment made up of sensory contrasts and overlappings 

that are distinct and powerfu l . 
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Children are born w i th an immense capacity fo r exploring, discriminating and interpret ing reality 

through all of their senses, as the senses w o r k together t o facilitate construct ion and processing of 

knowledge. This is especially t rue for very young children, thus learning environments must be 

capable of supporting and nourishing sensory perception in order t o develop and refine the senses. 

It is apparent that children regard the whole environment as a play area. One cannot dig, build, or 

design in the average playpark; children are restr icted to use only what is there, usually fixed, 

immobile equipment that stifles creativity. In chi ldhood we are dealing w i th multi-sensory learning 

experiences where the non-visual senses have a much greater impor tance than is ever recognized 

in the spaces of adulthood. 

Sound is a distinct element explored in the Strawberry Vale School. The interior is composed of 

primari ly 'hard' surfaces, hence, sound resonates and becomes an indication of the inhabitation of 

the space - and in many ways, these sound levels indicate the t ime of day. The Patkaus also explored 

water as another acoustical component through the design of rain shedding elements. The gutters 

provided fo r rainwater removal are located on the ground at the per imeter of the roof, thus 

creating an experience of being underneath a waterfall during heavy rains. Wi th in the climatic 

context ofVic tor ia , this detail considers rain in an appropriate and expressive way. 

Materiality plays a significant role in the w o r k of the Patkaus; the use of w o o d is dominant in the 

Strawberry Vale School [fig. 17]. The f loor and the benches along the hallway are rendered in 

concrete which provide a striking contrast t o the vertical surfaces wh ich have be wrapped in wood . 



The w o o d contr ibutes perceptual warmth to the space as well as a tacti le surface to engage. 

Similarly, La Llauna exhibits a tremendous tactility as many composite details are implemented. Steel 

is the primary material used for the structure. It is an element taken f r o m the language of the 

original building. The steel suggests an industrial vocabulary; however, when combined wi th wood 

and glass the percept ion is softened. Both Strawberry Vale and La Llauna focus on materiality; they 

exhibit subtle and appropriate detailing within their respective contexts. 

Al l three of the precedents explore light as an architectural element. It is explored most explicitly 

at La Llauna where the existing factory shell was opened t o natural light wherever possible [fig.18]. 

Partitions that run parallel t o the windows are kept low and translucent t o allow light t o penetrate 

into the space. The glazed roof over the bays at both ends of the school allow light to permeate 

through the main vertical circulation space to the f loors below. As a result of these architectural 

intentions, Miralles and Pinos achieve a lightness w i th in the industrial context . 

The topography of the body is a complex principle; one that is subjective. Personal experience of 

the space determines the success of this principle. However, as architects develop places for people 

t o engage it is necessary t o draw upon their own experience, thus contr ibut ing to a collective 

understanding and significance. As the mind and the body are inseparable - it becomes mandatory to 

enliven bodily experiences in o rder t o inspire the mind. Arch i tecture is obliged to be responsive to 

the role of the body, w i thou t which, it is rendered meaningless. 
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It is through these principles that pedagogical philosophies are interwoven with architectural 

intention to form a landscape that supports the processes of learning, teaching, and understanding. 

It is the contrasts, tensions and ambiguities that are brought about by varying combinations of formal 

responses that not only enhance the aesthetics of a space but also allow it to embody a rich 

complexity of meaning. The development of an architecture that reflects an interdependent and 

relational approach is at the forefront of architectural and educational discourse. Educators and 

architects alike are challenging the traditional concept of the free-standing school as a container for 

learning. 



The c o n f i g u r e d landscape is a t e r m that 

suggests a power fu l duality. It is an environment 

that is constructed, while at the same t ime open 

t o i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ; c h i l d r e n t h r i v e in 

environments such as these. The site has been 

selected and the program has been defined in 

response to the f ramework of engagement. 

the site 
Vancouver's warehouse district, Yaletown, is a 

distinct part of t he d o w n t o w n peninsula [fig. 19]. 

This part of the city has retained much of its 

original character; it has remained virtually intact 

since the early 20 th century. It is through a 

combination of unique elements that the area 

evokes a part icular sense of t ime and place. The 

elements - the archi tecture, the loading bays, 

the nar row streets - contr ibute t o the overall 

sense of the place [fig-20]. In combination, they 

communicate a dist inct character and a distinct 

neighbourhood. 
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Although the predominant land use has changed 

from warehousig to office and mixed-use 

buildings, the original physical fabric remains. 

Adaptive re-use has been encouraged. The 

proximity of Yaletown to both the downtown 

core and the West End is viewed as an asset for 

development particularly in light of a growing 

interest in inner city living. 

This district is comprised of medium density, 

mixed-use buildings [fig.H]. Represented in this 

diversity are many recent residential towers 

on the edges of the district, primarily along 

Pacific Boulevard. The area is an ideal location 

for a school, with the potential for a sucsessful 

symbiotic relationship. A school situated within 

this d is t r ic t wou ld enliven the existing 

community. In the same way, the school could 

participate in the city by making use of the nearby 

amenities, namely the public library, the science 

centre, the art galleries and city parks. 



the program 
The school has been developed for elementary 

aged children, kindergarten to grade six. Two 

speciality rooms are provided for drama/music 

and for art. The larger elements include a day

care, a multi-purpose room, a resource centre/ 

library, and a gymnasium. Playspace is 

incorporated within the courtyard entry.as well 

as on the roof surfaces. Commercial space has 

been integrated within the program in an effort 

to maintain the existing north commercial edge 

of the site. 

Programmatically, the building has been 

considered as follows: 

classrooms [6 @ 45 m2] 270 

specialty rooms [2] 180 

day-care 190 

multi-purpose space 225 

administration / staffroom 120 

resource centre / library 225 

gymnasium [incl.change rms.] 320 

mechanical 20 

playspace [roof] 830 

commercial 180 

circulation [30% of total floor area] 768 

total 3328 



the response 
T h e response merges t h e f r a m e w o r k of 

engagement, t h e site and the p rog ram. It 

investigates relation, osmosis, evolution, and the 

topography of the body through the given context 

and the p r o g r a m m i n g r equ i r emen t s . The 

intervention is sited on a vacant lot [grey], and 

adapts and re-uses an existing warehouse [black] 

at the south-west corner of Hamil ton Street 

and Davie Street [fig.22/23]. 

The principle of r e l a t i o n is manifested through 

vertical circulat ion that contr ibutes t o the high 

legibility of the space as wel l as visually linking 

the inter ior t o the exter ior. This principle is 

also implemented as interst i t ia l space. This 

interstitial space sits adjacent t o the main 

circulation. It fo rms an extended entrance to 

t he c lass room spaces. Th is space of fers 

tremendous potent ia l t o al low the classrooms 

t o extend and open ou t via their large overhead 

d o o r s , and p r o v i d e an e x t e n s i o n o f the 

classroom. Alternatively, small groups can gather 
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t o w o r k independently wi th in this space. As 

wel l , this space in-between blurs the boundary 

between circulat ion and classroom; i t is a space 

that has the potent ial for habitation, not simply 

a space passed through. A w o r k surface has 

been provided along the exter ior wall between 

the c l ass rooms . Simi lar ly, the w a s h r o o m 

facilities and the coatrooms are shared spaces. 

Th is encourages i n t e rac t i on be tween the 

classrooms. 

Multiple views t o adjacent classrooms, as well 

as through the main circulat ion volume, are 

provided [fig.24]. This transparency fosters the 

socialization and interaction wi th in the school. 

In the same way, the c i rcu la t ion has been 

considered in o r d e r t o provide opportuni ty for 

social izat ion; generous landings and seating 

o p p o r t u n i t i e s a l l ow f o r the s tudents and 

teachers t o in teract informally. N o t only do the 

spatial adjacencies provide dynamic spaces, they 

also generate a sense of community. 
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O s m o s i s is manifested by incorporat ing the 

community through programming and within the 

site interventions in an effort to facilitate the 

reciprocal relationship between the city and the 

school [fig-25]. A t a programmatic level, families 

can use t h e day -ca re fac i l i ty and pr iva te 

organizations are able t o use the multi-purpose 

space for assembling groups of people in the 

evening or on weekends. Similarly, the public 

can use the resource centre and library during 

these hours . This overlapping of elements 

encourages habitat ion and community events in 

an otherwise quiet but populated district when 

commercial establishments are closed. 

In terms of the physical intervention, the new 

s t ruc tu re sits w i t h i n the south half of the 

existing vacant lot. By pulling back the new 

structure f r o m the nor th property line, the city 

grid is dissolved at the most public corner of 

the site [fig-26]. The resulting space is activated 

wi th a sunken courtyard/playspace. The effect 



of this move is t o allow both a physical and 

psychological accessibility, as walls do not meet 

the edge of t he site t o present barr iers or 

i m p e d i m e n t s t o p o t e n t i a l un fo l d i ng 

relationships. T h e cour tyard is accessible f rom 

its opposite sides through t w o gestures, a stair 

and a ramp [fig.27]. A stair is situated on the 

no r th side, off o f Hami l ton Street, its upper 

landing accommodat ing public seating for the 

commerc ia l space (perhaps a restaurant o r 

cof fee shop) . T h e second ges tu re is the 

continuation of the st reet that is provided by 

the ramp. The sidewalk splits as one travels 

nor th up Davie Street; users are guided down 

the ramp along the waterwal l . The east edge of 

the building and the retaining wall of the site 

frame a v iew of the t ree that sits at the base of 

the ramp wi th in the cour tyard. This courtyard, 

a l t h o u g h s e m i - p r i v a t e d u r i n g the day, 

psychologically p romotes osmosis. Similarly,the 

active spaces - the circulation, the in-between 

zone, and the t h ree large in ter io r assembly 
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spaces wi th in t he school are glazed. This glazing 

wil l enable the people on the street t o visually 

participate in the activities taking place in the 

spaces. Children wil l activate these spaces during 

the day, whi le at the same t ime they will have 

views of the c i ty and the community in which 

they participate [fig.28]. 

Evolut ion advocates flexibility. To this end, the 

spaces vary in size and potential use. The main 

mul t i -purpose space can be entered directly 

f rom the cour tyard . It is a 'soft' space that can 

assume many roles. In the morning, the space 

can be used as an extension of the courtyard: a 

place w h e r e t eache rs and s tudents come 

t o g e t h e r b e f o r e t h e day. It can also be 

transformed in to an auditor ium, directly related 

to the drama/music room located behind the 

stage. Alternatively, it is an inter ior playspace if 

the weather does not permit ou tdoor play. 
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Storage has been considered as an element that promotes evolut ion. A mobile unit incorporates 

shelving and drawers for storage of supplies, as wel l as a w o r k surface. Castors wil l enable 

movement of the unit throughout the classroom. A wr i t ing surface/blackboard is mounted on the 

sides of the units in order t o facilitate lessons. Two of these units could be accommodated in each 

r o o m and used to divide the space in an effort t o create intimate spaces for reading or play. This is 

a too l that enables the adaptability and functionality of the spaces f o r the users, w i thout prescribing 

use or intent ion. 

Th four th principle accounts fo r t h e topography of t h e body."Percept ion is our pr imary form of 

knowing and does not exist apart f rom the a pr ior i3 4 of the body's s t ruc ture and its engagement in 

the wo r l d " 3 5 . The body is the starting point f r om which all experience unfolds, it is our " instrument 

o f meaning"37 . Archi tectural intent ion and meaning is expanded when the body, and its direct 

connect ion t o place, is involved in the design development. 

W i t h i n this design, the topography of the body takes many forms. T h e manifestation of this principle 

is perhaps most clearly described through a procession through the spaces, noting the diversity of 

sensory experience. The courtyard is below street level and is accessed by a monoli thic stair or a 

ramp. This courtyard sequence frames the main entry. Both the stair and the ramp have been 

designed as in situ [poured in place] concrete. As the ramp descends in to the courtyard, the concrete 

retaining wall is t ransformed through the use of a waterwal l tha t defines the eastside of the 

cour tyard [fig-29]. The water wi l l skim over the surface of the smooth concrete, offering a tactile and 

audi tory sensation. Seating is carved ou t of the concrete wall adjacent t o the stair. This same wall 
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also functions as the handrail detail, and offers direct engagement with the material. The pervasive 

use of concrete is appropriate as it proposes a groundedness. By only employing concrete below 

grade, the architectural language establishes a logic that becomes recognizable to the user. The 

resulting datum creates a frame of reference for the space. 

The day-care space and the multi-purpose space have been considered as extensions of the courtyard, 

as the ground plane and materiality are consistent. This offers a high degree of permeability at grade 

that incorporates two of the defined principles, namely, relation and osmosis, to function well at the 

ground level. This continuity and permeability blurs the boundary between inside and outside, 

school and city, private and public, providing a relationship that is invigorating for the school and the 

community. 

Upon entering the building, the main stair sits as a monolithic object that fills the width of the 

circulation volume below grade. The materiality of the courtyard is pulled through to the object, 

which further blurs the boundary between inside, and outside, and offers a continuous tactile 

experience. The materiality then changes as one moves to the next level. Here, the circulation 

space transforms from being grounded to one that appears lighter and transparent. Steel is the 

primary structural element with wood and polished steel as the secondary materials. Wood is used 

for the seating elements, as well as for the handrail detail throughout the space; it is an intimate and 

engaging material that reflects the passing of time through use. In contrast, the balustrades are 

rendered in polished steel which provides a crisp contrast to the tactility of the wood handrail cap. 

These thin vertical members will offer a transparency that reinforces the legibility of the circulation 

void as well at the relation between the spaces. 



The topography of the body is enlivened through the piayspace on the roof as it facilitates an 

interesting dynamic for the community. The addition of a portion of grass and trees on the rooftop 

creates an interesting condition within the city. The foliage provides a contrast to the texture of the 

building as well as infusing elements of nature within the site. The majority of the piayspace will be 

open to the sky, allowing the sound of play and laughter to resonate. This will set a rhythm for the 

community, as playtime will be announced. This is an urban condition, such that a sound is heard and 

the source is not seen. 

Lighting conditions are various, ranging from the diffuse light of the curtain wall to the varying 

rhythmic characteristic of discreet openings in the east wall. This allows for a number of conditions 

that are individually controlled. The penetration of natural light t o all spaces is critical, as the 

awareness of daily and seasonal changes is crucial to an understanding of space and time. Lighting is 

of particular importance in this region as rain and overcast conditions are prevalent. Therefore, 

every effort has been made to allow the penetration of light to the interior space, thus permitting 

ample natural illumination. 

The topography of the body is omni-present; it is defined with each architectural intention. The 

senses have been considered during all phases of the design process and have been instrumental to 

the development of a subtle and compelling architecture. Whether it is the varying colour or 

transparency of glass, the smoothness of the handrail or the sound of trickling water, the environment 

is encompassing. These multi-sensory decisions should not be random, but rather, conscious 

strategies that enliven experience. 
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''the fact of feeing a school does not limit its cultural 
impact or the. great value of the. testimony it offers in 
terms of not only education but also in the culture of 
space, which can produce, from the. bottom, from the. 
inside, through the. design of microsystems and 
macrosystems, o new architecture and a new polis." 

[Branzi, 127] 



The concepts that support these principles 

comprise the framework of engagement. When 

relation, osmosis, evolution and the topography of the 

body are manifested collectively and in 

combination w i t h the appropriate site 

responses and programming, the formation of 

successful learning environments for children 

are possible. Through the incorporation of 

these concepts, architecture can inspire its users 

and advocate a sense of community. 

This design process began by analysing existing 

school architecture and specifying precedents 

that were engaging, both formally and 

pedagogically. Discovering why these places 

comprised rich and diverse landscapes was the 

challenge. Schools are communities, and 

communities are developed and nurtured 

through relationships. Successful relationships 

determine the overall success of a place, 

whether it is the relationship between the city 

and school, teachers and students, or students 
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and students. A place also encompasses the relationship of our indivi dual bodies to space and how 

we relate to materials, light, and sound. It became obvious that these relationships were cultivated 

and nourished within Strawberry Vale Elementary School, La Launa, and The Apollo Schools. 

The character of a place can effect relationships. Through the consideration of relationships at all 

scales, the framework of engagement emerged. The framework accounts for the city [osmosis], the 

school [macro/re/at/on and micro/evo/ution], and the individual [the topography of the body]. The 

framework prospers through nurturing all facets of existing and potential relationships. 

It has become apparent that the framework of engagement developed here is applicable to any 

design program that desires to inspire diversity, reciprocity, and communication. Through the 

implementation of the concepts that develop and define relation, osmosis, evolution and the topography 

of the body, all environments could benefit from effectiveness of this methodology. 

In order to foster a healthy and stimulating society, the need for innovation is apparent; to create 

effective schools, innovation in the design of educational facilities is essential. Architecture is a 

quality in the learning and teaching process, such that a school must not be "reduced to the role of 

merely a container or a formal framework that mirrors a defined didactic method, but becomes an 

instrument for continuous experimentation"39. 

Architecture has the capacity to evoke human emotion and connect with the human spirit. It is a 

medium through which the process of engagement and discovery is encouraged; it enables us to 

perceive and understand the dialectic of permanence and change, to settle ourselves in the world, 
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and to place ourselves in the continuum of culture. Understood as a continuous landscape, it gives 

meaning to people. Architecture resonates with intention and it can facilitate human interaction. 

These intentions, however demanding and ideal, are rooted on the fundamental conviction that a 

built environment designed for human interaction can create a powerful effect on its users. The 

framework has been developed in an effort to identify and define the characteristics of engaging 

landscapes for children, through the implementation of this framework powerful childscapes can be 

realized. 



! This discussion involving space/place is 
vast. With in this project, place is considered as 
space that is engaging for people. Christian 
Norberg-Schulz defines place as the "genius loci" 
- or the "spirit o f place" [Norberg-Schulz, 5]. It 
implies that spaces where life occurs are places, 
and is the ex tens ion of space beyond pure 
functionality and into the realm of feeling. 

2 Dualism is a modern metaphysical theory 
that states that the wor ld is made up of two 
elemental categories which are incommensurable. 
It is a theory that attempts to resolve the rift 
between the mind and the body. Descartes writes 
that: 

It was not without reason that I thought I perceived certain 

objects wholly different from my thought, namely, bodies 

from which those ideas p roceeded; for I was conscious that 

the ideas were presented to me without my consent being 

required, so that I could not perceive any object, no matter 

how desirous I might be. unless it were present to the organ 

of the sense; and it was wholly out of my power not to 

perceive it when it was thus present 
[Descartes, 100] 

Restated, the mind and the body are 
inseparable. Descartes proves the existence of 
matter by communicating that it is beyond the 
power to the mind/intellect to disregard it. 

With in modern critical theory, sight has 
been singled out as a function of the body that 
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